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Tips for Manufacturers to Streamline ENERGY STAR submissions

Applicants should familiarize themselves with the ENERGY STAR Program

• Understand what products do qualify for the ENERGY STAR mark
• Understand how requirements related to their products
• Understand what can qualify as a product family –
  • Qualifying Luminaires: Maximizing Testing Investment By Using Product Families document – will be posted to the website shortly

Applicants need to apply to become an EPA partner

• Assurance that your company has a unique ID
• Assure that your company is listed under specific categories being submitting for
Tips for Manufacturers to Streamline ENERGY STAR submissions (continued)

Packaging artwork files
- Manufacturers to understand requirements

CB Report generation - Missing documentation which cause delays
- LM-80 Reports
- Safety Reports
- EMI/RFI (FCC) Reports
THANK YOU!
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